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Streptococcus sanguinis, previously referred to as Streptococcus sanguis, is a 
gram-positive facultative anaerobe that is indigenous to the oral cavity. S. sanguinis is a 
primary colonizer of the oral cavity and serves as a tether for the attachment of several 
oral bacteria that colonize the tooth surface, form dental plaque, and cause periodontal 
disease.  Previous experiments with streptococcal strains have suggested that cellular 
chain morphology of streptococci may influence the competitiveness, susceptibility to 
phagocytosis, acidurance, and aggregation of the bacterium. There are several conditions 
that may affect cellular chain length, however, the purpose of this study was to 
systematically determine gene functions that contribute to cellular chain length 
morphology in the SK36 strain of S. sanguinis. The availability of genomic information 
obtained from the sequencing of the SK36 strain of the S. sanguinis genome provided the 
opportunity for a systems biology approach to studying cellular chain length and 
morphology of a comprehensive set of non-essential deletion mutants using phase-
contrast microscopy. Gene functions for 2048 mutants were elucidated along with 
Clusters of  Orthologous Groups (COG) functions that may be related to or regulate chain 
formation and morphology. The COG functions with high ratios of genes involved with 
chain length morphology per number of total non-essential mutant COG functions were 
in the following order: Cell division and Chromosome Separation, Defense Mechanisms, 
and Signal Transduction Mechanisms, and Cell Motility and Secretion. Examination of 
gene annotations suggests that cellular chain length is dependent on cell wall division and 
septation, peptidoglycan synthesis, and cell wall mobility. Some of the genes that 
contribute to chain length properties may be co-regulated which may suggest that chain 
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length phenotypes are a transcriptionally regulated property that further studies may 
confirm. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Streptococcus sanguinis is a gram-positive facultative anaerobe that is indigenous 
to the oral cavity (1). S. sanguinis belongs to the viridans group which includes 
streptococci that are α-hemolytic in blood agar and oxidize hemoglobin in erythrocytes 
by secreting H2O2 (1-3).  Prior to 1997, S. sanguinis was referred to as S. sanguis but this 
nomenclature was found to be grammatically incorrect and the species name was changed 
to reflect the correct use of the Latin genitive noun meaning “of the blood”(4). The genus 
name streptococcus, which defines the common morphology of its members, is derived 
from the Greek words streptos “twisted” and kokkos “sphere”(5). S. sanguinis cells grow 
in pairs, chains and clusters similar to other members of its genus and binds directly to 
the surface of the salivary pellicle of the tooth using many different mechanisms of 
attachment (lectin interactions etc) (6-8). A primary colonizer of the oral cavity, S. 
sanguinis, serves as a tether for the attachment of several oral bacteria that contribute to 
the oral biofilm or dental plaque and cause periodontal disease (2;6-8). Studies suggest 
that the H2O2 production of S. sanguinis may interfere with the colonization of 
Streptococcus mutans, another oral pathogen that is associated with causing dental caries 
(9-11). Initial colonization of S. sanguinis prior to S. mutans introduction inhibits 
subsequent colonization of S. mutans in the oral cavity and vice versa. Antagonistic 
interactions between the two pathogens are mediated by nutritional availability and 
environmental conditions along with the S. sanguinis production of H202 and bacteriocins 
produced by S. mutans (10;12). While S. sanguinis is benign and possibly beneficial in 
the oral cavity, serious health complications can occur if this bacterium enters the 
bloodstream (13).  
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As with most odontogenic bacteremias, S. sanguinis is rapidly cleared from the 
bloodstream by innate and adaptive immune defenses in healthy patients. However, in 
neutropenic patients or patients with pre-existing health conditions bacteremic infections 
with S. sanguinis can lead to infective endocarditis (IE) and fatality (14-16). 
 
Infective Endocarditis 
Infective endocarditis (IE) is a rare but life-threatening cardiovascular disease 
caused by a microbial infection of the heart valves and any area of the cardiac 
endothelium that may lead to congestive heart failure if not treated (15;17).  In recent 
years the mean incidence of IE is estimated at about 1.7-6.2 per 100,000 patients per year 
with most patients having an underlying valvular disorder (14). Theoretically any living 
microorganism can be a causative agent of IE, however, most cases are caused by 
bacteria especially from the Streptococcus/Enterococcus and Staphylococcus genera (17). 
Past studies have implicated the viridians group of streptococci as the most common 
causative agent of IE, however, recent studies suggest that the staphylococci group of 
bacteria, especially Staphylococcus aureus, are responsible for more native and prosthetic 
valve endocarditis cases than any streptococcal species (15;17). However, the viridans 
group of streptococci continue to be the most common cause of native-valve IE infections 
caused by streptococci and S. sanguinis continues to be the most common viridans 
streptococci isolated from IE patients (17). 
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Pathogenesis of Infective endocarditis 
Infective endocarditis is a result of a transient bacteremia that is initialized by the 
introduction of a pathogenic organism to the bloodstream. Oral microbes may easily enter 
the bloodstream during invasive dental procedures, however, it is proposed that 
bacteremia with viridans streptococci is more often caused by daily activities such as 
eating, brushing, and  flossing (15;16;18).   
Once in the bloodstream the bacteria primarily binds to sites of the cardiac 
endothelium or valves that have sustained previous trauma. Injury to the cardiac 
endothelium initiates nonbacterial thrombotic endocarditis (NBTE)(14;19), a deposition 
of blood platelets, fibrin, and inflammatory cells to form thrombi to heal the wound to the 
cardiac valve or endothelium (14;15;19). These sterile thrombotic formations on sites of 
cardiac trauma or on irregular cardiac surface create a niche for the bacteria to 
accumulate and induce the aggregation of more blood platelets (20).  This collection of 
blood platelets, fibrin, inflammatory cells and microorganisms make up lesions or 
vegetations on the cardiac endothelium which damage the heart (14;15;17). Patients with 
prior heart valve damage caused by congenital heart disease, mitral valve disease, chronic 
rheumatic heart disease, and aortic valve disease are at a higher risk for native valve 
endocarditis, however, there are microbes, such as Staphylococcus aureus, that do not 
require a prior deposit of fibrin to bind the cardiac endothelium (14;15;17).   
Vegetations on the heart interrupt the blood flow through valves and will 
eventually lead to congestive heart failure if not treated.  Fragments of the vegetation 
may break off as the bacteria grows and accumulates and then travel through the blood 
stream to form systemic embolisms (blood clots) in the brain, lungs, spleen, or liver 
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which can lead to organ failure if the patient is not treated with antibiotics soon after 
infection (14;15;17).  Peripheral manifestations that are observed in late presentations of 
infection include Janeway’s lesions, Osler’s nodes, and Roth spots that are the result of 
the formation of septic emboli (15;17). 
Diagnostic approaches usually include blood cultures to confirm the presence of 
the microorganism and echocardiograms to evaluate the location of vegetations and type 
of endocarditis. Diagnosis of the disease remains difficult as some causative agents of IE 
are culture-negative and cultures may appear negative as a result of prior antimicrobial 
treatment(15;17). To diagnose and identify unculturable microorganisms polymerase 
chain reactions are run on samples of excised vegetations. Identification of the 
microorganism in the vegetation is essential for administration of the appropriate 
antimicrobial treatment (15;17). 
Antibiotic prophylaxis before dental procedures was the standard treatment to 
prevent infection in at patients at risk for IE (15), however, because bacteremias appear to 
be the result of daily exposure to bacteria, the American Heart Association reports that 
prophylactic antibiotics only prevent a small number of IE cases. The adverse effects of 
the antibiotic often exceeds the benefit of the therapy and should only be administered to 
patients that are at the highest risk for the development of IE before a dental procedure 
(American Heart Association). Because exposure to bacteria can only be reduced, not 
entirely prevented, a vaccine would be the ideal treatment for at risk patients. 
Even with all of the advances in cardiac imaging, diagnostic protocols, and 
antimicrobial therapies the AHA reports that 29,000 cases of IE are diagnosed every year 
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and the annual mortality rate of IE continues to approach 40% (15). Therefore, the 
causative agents and identification of virulence factors of IE must continue to be studied. 
 
Importance of Cellular Chain Length Morphology 
Previous studies have investigated factors of streptococci that contribute to the 
virulence of IE in order to improve preventive therapies and to discover new prophylactic 
strategies (2).  Important traits in the pathogenesis of IE are the ability to form thrombotic 
vegetations on the cardiac endothelium along with the ability to aggregate blood platelets 
and possibly the ability to evade phagocytosis in the bloodstream (14;21;22). Factors that 
have been implicated to contribute to the virulence and competitiveness of SK36 include 
functions such as cell wall synthesis, amino acid synthesis, nucleic acid synthesis, the 
ability to survive under anaerobic conditions (23) and the secretion of H2O2 (10). Another 
factor that may contribute to the competitiveness and possibly the virulence of S. 
sanguinis in the blood is cellular chain length. Studies on cell wall anchored proteins of  
S. sanguinis  report that a house-keeping sortase gene, srtA deletion mutant, formed 
longer chains than the control strain which attributed to a 10-fold reduction in 
competitiveness when compared to control strain (24).  
Increases in cellular chain length have also been implicated to possibly increase 
rates of systemic virulence in the blood. In the S. mutans MT8148 strain the Biofilm 
Regulatory Protein A (brpA) deletion mutant formed long cellular chains that were less 
susceptible to phagocytosis in the blood than the parent strain (21). When the long chain 
mutants were sonicated the rate of phagocytosis increased significantly. The ability to 
evade phagocytosis in the bloodstream may increase the systemic virulence and 
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contribute to the larger number of brpA mutants isolated from blood than the parent strain 
(21;25;26). The long chain mutants of S. mutans also displayed increased platelet 
aggregation rates in the blood (21). Increase platelet aggregation along with decrease 
phagocytosis may be related to the increased surface area of the chains that allows for 
increased cell interactions and limits the process of cell engulfment (22). 
 
Determinants of Cellular Chain Length Morphology 
The cellular arrangement of chain forming cocci bacteria during binary fission is 
dependent on the geometry of cell division. Cell division that occurs in two planes that 
are perpendicular to each other within a the cell results in a tetrad formation of the 
daughter cells (27) and three planes of division within the cell results in the arrangement 
of an eight member cube formation of cells (27;28). Irregular patterns of cell division that 
occur in random planes result in clustered bunches of bacteria,  while a regular pattern of 
cell division that occurs along one plane or axis results in the formation of cellular chains 
(27;28). Cell division in streptococci usually occurs along one plane within the cell and 
results in chains made up of two cells or diplococci as in Streptococcus pneumoniae or in 
chains with multiple cells as with S. sanguinis(28). 
The cellular morphology and chain formation of streptococci vary from strain to 
strain and is influenced by a number of factors.  Previous studies suggest that cell wall 
components such as peptidoglycan, lipoteichoic acids, and cell wall anchor proteins 
greatly affect the morphology and shape of cells (29).  Environmental conditions along 
with genetic and chemical mutations that control or affect these components also 
contribute to streptococcal cell adhesion and cell morphology (21;29;30). 
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S. mutans was named “mutans” for its various cell shapes and chain lengths that 
are thought to be dependent on pH levels and also regulated by autolysins (21;26;31).  In 
Streptococcus sobrinus chain length is regulated by pH, fluoride levels, and antibiotics 
(29;32).  Streptococcus pyogenes, Escherichia coli, and Staphylococcus aureus have all 
been observed to display an increase in cellular chain length with an increase in the 
expression of a CHAP (cysteine and histidine-dependent aminohydrolases/peptidases)  
domain with cell wall hydrolase activity (33). 
Previous investigations found that autolytic enzymes play an important role in 
cellular chain length. Lytic activity is commonly associated with regulated cell death, 
however with proper regulatory mechanisms in place that control the secretion of the 
autolysin, autolysis contributes to cell enlargement and cell division (12;34). The activity 
of autolysins, particularly murein hydrolyases (35), has been associated with the cell wall 
separation of newly formed daughter cells in dividing cells(34;36-38), the remodeling of 
the cell wall to form a septum once the bacteria have divided (34;37;39),and digesting 
structural components of peptidoglycan to allow the addition of new building blocks for 
cell wall growth and division (34).   
In Streptococcus A strains, de-chaining is predicted to be a result of enzyme 
metabolism and mutations in genes for autolytic enzymes are predicted to form longer 
cells and chains (40) due to a lack of proper cell separation (30;41). S. mutans mutants 
confirm this prediction by exhibiting an increase in long chain formation with the 
inactivation of autolytic transcriptional regulator BrpA (25) which prevented proper cell 
wall degradation and separation. Overexpression of autolysins presented opposite results. 
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In S. pyogenes and E. faecalis cellular chain length decreased as a result of increased 
expression of the gelE gene that encodes the Zn-metalloprotease gelatinase which 
activates an autolysin (42).  
Purpose of Study 
Cellular chain length may affect the adhesion of S. sanguinis to the tooth enamel 
by increasing the surface area of attachment. Chain length has previously been observed 
to affect competitiveness and may also affect biofilm architecture of S. sanguinis. 
The availability of genomic information obtained from the sequencing of the 
SK36 strain of S. sanguinis by the Phillips Institute at the VCU School of Dentistry 
provided the unique opportunity to apply a systems biology approach to investigate the 
effect of genetic mutations on cellular chain length and morphology of SK36. 
This study consisted of the observation of chain formations of the 2048 non-
essential gene deletion mutants of S. sanguinis SK36 under phase-contrast microscopy. 
Gene functions for the mutants were elucidated gene along with the Clusters of 
orthologous  groups (COG) functions that may be related to or regulate chain formation 
and morphology. Mutations predicted to affect individual cell ultrastructures were also 
examined with scanning electron microscopy. Specific gene functions that were found to 
be involved in chain morphology in other streptococcal species were also examined. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS 
Bacterial strain and mutants  
SK36 used in this study was isolated from human dental plaque (19) obtained 
from Dr. Mogens Kilian of Arhaus University, Denmark (Table 1). Single gene deletion 
mutants for the SK36 strain of S. sanguinis were previously constructed using a PCR-
based recombinant method employing linear DNA for gene deletion in vitro([9] and P.Xu 
unpublished data).  For each target gene of the single deletion mutants three sets of  
primers (F1/R1, F2/R2, and F3/R3)  were designed to amplify a linear DNA fragment 
containing a kanamycin resistance cassette (43) flanked by upstream and downstream 
sequences of the targeted gene (Figure 1). The 5’ ends of the F2 and R2 of primers of the 
kanamycin cassette were designed to complement the sequences of DNA that flank the 
target gene.  The linear recombinant PCR amplicons containing the kanamycin cassette 
flanked by S. sanguinis DNA were transformed into competent S. sanguinis cells and 
integrated into the S. sanguinis genome via double crossover recombination (44). A 
genome-wide mutant library containing 2,048 deletion mutants was constructed using a 
96 well high-throughput format (2;9).  To determine putative gene functions proteins 
were searched against the previously annotated genome 
(http://watson.bio.vcu.edu:81/cgi-bin/gbrowse/sanguinis) (2;44). Genes of SK36 are 
referred to as “SSA” followed by the corresponding gene number while mutants are 
indicated by “SSX” followed by the gene number. 
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Table 1. Bacterial strains used in study 
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Table 1. 
 
Strain   Phenotype     Source 
 
S. sanguinis         
SK36     Human dental plaque isolate  (1;2) 
 
SK36 mutants   All non-essential gene deletion                     (2;9) 
  mutants of SK36 from genome-wide library 
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Figure 1.  Schematic representation of the insertion of  kanamycin (Km) resistance gene 
cassette into SK36 chromosome to construct single gene deletion mutants (Reprinted 
with permission of Jenishkumar Patel).  
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 Bacteria Culture 
Each of the non-essential deletion mutants of SK36 were transferred from the 
stock plates to 96 well plates, cultured in Brain Heart Infusion (BHI) broth (Difco Inc) 
and supplemented with kanamycin (500µg/mL). The plates were sonicated briefly to 
prevent an over accumulation of growth in the bottom of the wells. The mutants were 
placed in an anaerobe jar in a microaerophillic atmosphere (10% H2 , 10% CO2 , and 80% 
N2 ) generated by the Anoxomat system (Mart) and grown overnight at 370 Celcius (2;9). 
Some mutants were previously annotated to require two days to complete their growth 
cycle and were treated as such. As a control, SK36 was cultured along with each group of 
mutants on a 96-well plate as above without the addition of kanamycin. Special care was 
taken with the cultured mutants after incubation to prevent the disruption of the chains by 
eliminating excessive movement of the plates. 
 
Examination of chain lengths 
Each deletion mutant was observed using phase-contrast microscopy within two 
days of being cultured. An 8µL sample of each cultured mutant and SK36 was carefully 
pipetted from the middle of the well onto a glass microscope slide. Excessive pipetting 
from the bottom of the well was observed to disrupt chains and was avoided. Some 
mutants experienced excessive growth and exhibited numerous chains that were difficult 
to measure. When this occurred the samples of mutants were diluted 2-fold with BHI on 
the microscope slide. 
Each mutant was photographed at 200x total magnification using the Carl Zeiss 
AxioVision microscope. Mutants with chains that appeared to be longer or shorter than 
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SK36 were recorded (Tables 2 & 3). Mutants that formed several clusters of chains that 
were different from SK36 were recorded (Table 4). Mutants that were observed to be 
different from SK36 due to cluster formation but did not form significantly different 
chain lengths or with chain lengths that could not be measured due to clustering were also 
recorded (Table 4). 
 Fifty chains of each mutant that appeared to have significantly different chain 
length morphology than SK36 were measured using the measurement function of the 
AxioVision Le Rei 4.3 program and recorded. The geometric means of the 50 measured 
chains of each mutant were compared to geometric means of the 50 chains of the SK36 
control that was simultaneously cultured the mutant. A simple t-test was used to 
determine a significant difference among the chain lengths. The Bonferroni Correction 
was used to adjust for the comparison of mutants on the 96 well plates and the number of 
total mutants being evaluated. Using the Bonferroni Correction, mutants with a p-value 
<0.0005 were considered to be significantly longer or shorter than SK36 (Table 5). 
Chains that were not significantly different than SK36 (p-value > 0.0005) were 
considered to have average chain lengths (data not reported).  The mutants were 
classified as short, long, medium, or clustered based on observed morphology in 
comparison to the control SK36.  There were some mutants that were recorded as long or 
short and clustered while there were others that only exhibited the cluster phenotype  
 
Elucidated Gene Functions using Clusters of Orthologous Groups  
Once the mutants were photographed and measured, their putative gene functions 
and COGs were recorded. Ratios of the number of chain length mutants for each COG 
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and the total number of non-essential gene mutants belonging the COG were calculated 
(Figure 6). 
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Mutants with gene annotations that were specifically related to cell shape 
morphology (ie polysaccharide chain length regulator, cell shaping proteins) were 
examined with SEM. The bacteria were cultured as mentioned previously and using a 
3mL syringe a small amount of bacteria was drawn and slowly deposited onto a 0.1µm 
disposable Millipore filter. The BHI was filtered out and a fixative of 2% glutaraldehyde 
in 0.1M buffer was drawn into the syringe and was slowly pushed through the filter for a 
final volume of 2mL. The filter was sent to the microscopy lab of Virginia 
Commonwealth University where it dried for 1-4 hours. Once dried, a small amount of 
the fixative was slowly deposited onto the filter followed by 1% osmium tetroxide in 
0.1M buffer. The filter was recapped and set upright for 1 hour. The filters were 
dehydrated in ethanol and Hexamethadisilizane (HMDS) was deposited onto the filter 
and allowed to set for 20-30 minutes. Excess HMDS was removed slowly by pushing air 
through filter with an empty syringe. The filters were removed from the caps and were 
covered loosely and allowed to dry in a fume hood with the fan running. After the filter 
dried, it was removed from the filter unit. The filters were cut to size and mounted on 
SEM stubs using double sticky tape. Prior to being view on the scope the stubs were 
placed in a sputter coater (EMS – 550 Automated Sputter Coater, Electron Microscopy 
Sciences, Hatfield, PA) where they were coated with gold for three minutes. Micrographs 
were taken at 20,000x, 30,000x, and 40,000x total magnification using the ZEISS EVO50 
XVP scanning electron microscope (Carl Zeiss SMT, Inc., Peabody, MA). 
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To further examine biofilm formation mutants a protocol adopted from the lab of 
Dr. Todd Kitten was used to prepare slides of biofilm samples for SEM. Mutants thought 
to be involved with both biofilm and chain length SSX_0642 and SSX_1277 along with 
SK36 were grown overnight as previously mentioned and diluted 100-fold with 
chemically defined Biofilm Medium (BM) the following day and placed in petri dishes 
with sterilized microscope cover slides. The samples were then incubated overnight at 37º 
C in the same microaerophilic conditions using the Anoxomat System. The cover slides 
were removed using sterilized forceps from the petri dished and rinsed with deionized 
water and placed into a clean petri dish with 3mL of 2.5% Glutaraldehyde. The slides 
where then taken to the VCU microscopy lab where they were treated with a sodium 
cacodylate buffer and prepared on the SEM mounts. Micrographs were taken at 1,000x 
total magnification to observe biofilm formation. 
Scanning Electron Microscopy was performed at the VCU Department of 
Anatomy and Neurobiology Microscopy Facility, supported in part, with funding from 
NIH-NINDS Center core grant (5P30NS047464-02). 
 
Microarray Analysis  
Microarray data was previously collected for Two Component Systems (TCS) 
genes of S. sanguinis by Dr. Lei Chen. Several mutants involved with Signal 
Transduction Mechanisms were found to be involved with chain length morphology. To 
determine if chain length could be attributed to transcriptional regulation, the microarray 
data was analyzed to indentify genes involved in chain length that were regulated by TCS 
regulators. We wanted to determine if there were any similarities in the chain 
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morphology of the deleted TCS regulators and the genes they regulate. If chain length 
phenotypes are under transcriptional control, mutants that are under the positive control 
of a TCS response regulator should display a similar phenotype to the regulator when it is 
knocked out. The response regulator phenotype is the result of the decreased expression 
of genes that contribute to chain length.  We also used this microarray data to investigate 
the co-regulation of mutants with similar chain morphology. Genes regulated at least 
two-fold when evaluating the mean ratio of expression were considered positively or 
negatively regulated by the TCS Response Regulator (Figure 7). 
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RESULTS 
There were five basic chain length phenotypes observed: Long chains, short 
chains, average chains, long chains with clusters, and short chain with clusters. There 
were also clusters that were too tightly clustered to be measured at all (Figures 2-4). 
Observed average chain lengths were thought to be insignificant in this study and were 
not reported. 
We compared 50 measured chains of each mutant to 50 measured chains of wild 
type to determine a statistically significant difference in chain length. Using the 
Bonferroni Correction, we determined t-test with p-values < 0.0005 were significantly 
different (Table 5). We found that 326 mutants formed chains significantly different from 
SK36 and that 147 formed significantly longer chains, 146 formed significantly shorter 
chains, and 32 mutants were different only in their cluster formation. We also found that 
the majority of the clustered mutants also formed long chains.   
The highest ratios of COG functions were Cell Division and Chromosome 
partitioning, Signal transduction Mechanisms, Defense Mechanisms, and Cell Motility 
and Secretion (Figure 6). While the overall ratio was not high when compared to the 
overall number of mutants, Carbohydrate Metabolism also appeared to be involved with 
long chain length phenotypes. Coenzyme metabolism also produced a large number of 
long chained mutants. All of the Amino Acid metabolism/ Inorganic Ion transport 
mutants formed long chains. Several mutant genes that were involved in peptidoglycan 
synthesis were also found to be involved in chain length regulation although these genes 
were not found in one particular COG. There was no clear indication of a common 
function in the cluster morphology phenotype. All mutants have the potential to cluster; 
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however, some form tighter and longer clusters than others. It is important to note that the 
majority of clustered mutants also formed significantly long chains (Table 4). 
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Figure 2. SK36 Average Chain Lengths that were compared to mutant chains. 
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Figure 3.   Examples of Long Chain Forming Mutants : A. SSX_0933-acetyltransferase 
mutant. B. SSX_1277-D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase mutant. C.SSX_2222-
tyrosine-protein kinase Wze mutant. 
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A. 
C. 
B. 
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Figure 4.  Examples of Short Chain Forming Mutants  A. SSX_0422-phosphoglycerate 
mutase family protein, putative mutant. B. SSX_1371-FmtA-like protein, putative mutant. 
C. SSX_2339-microcin C7 resistance protein, putative mutant. 
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Figure 5. Examples of Clustered Mutants: A.SSX_1506-lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis 
protein, putative mutant. B.SSX_0837-glucosyltransferase, putative mutant. 
 C. SSX_0285-formate acetyltransferase 3, putative mutant. 
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Table 2. Gene Annotations of Long Chain Mutants and their COG functions. 
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Long Chain 
Mutants Gene Annotation COG Function 
   
SSX_0103 integral membrane protein Function unknown 
SSX_0130 30S ribosomal protein S13 
Translation, ribosomal 
structure and 
biogenesis 
SSX_0134 
membrane carboxypeptidase (penicillin-binding protein), 
putative 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane 
SSX_0144 TetR family transcriptional regulator Transcription 
SSX_0179 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0180 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0181 glycosyl transferase family protein 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane 
SSX_0183 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0191 adenine-specific DNA methylase 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair 
SSX_0201 
ABC multidrug transporter (3-component subtilin 
immunity exporter), putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_0205 sensor-receptor histidine kinase NisK 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms 
SSX_0207 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0217 two-component response transcriptional regulator 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms / 
Transcription 
SSX_0243 
2',3'-cyclic nucleotide 2'-phosphodiesterase/3'-
nucleotidase bifunctional periplasmic precursor protein 
Nucleotide transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0245 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0249 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0252 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0260 
manganese/Zinc ABC transporter substrate-binding 
protein 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0313 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0387 GntR family transcriptional regulator 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0442 
ABC-type multidrug transport system, ATPase 
component, putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_0445 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0447 magnesium/cobalt transporter CorA 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0448 excinuclease ABC subunit A 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair 
SSX_0450 elongation factor P 
Translation, ribosomal 
structure and 
biogenesis 
SSX_0483 siroheme synthase, putative Coenzyme metabolism 
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SSX_0484 glutamyl-tRNA reductase, putative Coenzyme metabolism 
SSX_0485 porphobilinogen deaminase, putative 0 
SSX_0488 
glutamate-1-semialdehyde 2,1-aminotransferase, 
putative Coenzyme metabolism 
SSX_0489 
adenosylcobinamide kinase / adenosylcobinamide 
phosphate guanyltransferase, putative Coenzyme metabolism 
SSX_0492 NADH-dependent flavin oxidoreductase, putative 
Energy production and 
conversion 
SSX_0493 
ABC-type dipeptide/nickel transport system, periplasmic 
component, putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0498 
ABC-type dipeptide/oligopeptide/nickel transport 
systems, permease components, putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0504 peptide ABC transporter, ATP-binding protein, putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0505 hypothetical protein 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_0517 sensor histidine kinase, putative 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms 
SSX_0531 
ethanolamine utilization protein eutQ (cobalamin-
dependent degradation of ethanolamine), putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0537 
propanediol utilization:dioldehydratase reactivation, 
putative 
Nucleotide transport 
and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0551 L-asparaginase, putative 0 
SSX_0578 nicotinic acid mononucleotide adenylyltransferase Coenzyme metabolism 
SSX_0584 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0585 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0588 
L-cystine ABC transporter, substrate-binding component, 
putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism / 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms 
SSX_0590 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0591 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0592 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_0593 hypothetical protein 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_0595 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_0599 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0602 
ABC-type cobalt transport system, ATPase component, 
putative 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0603 cobalt transporter, putative 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0608 macrolide-efflux protein, putative 0 
SSX_0612 Rgg protein, putative 0 
SSX_0613 glucosyltransferase, putative 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_0615 RggD, putative 0 
SSX_0617 membrane protease subunit Function unknown 
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SSX_0634 anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0635 indole-3-glycerol-phosphate synthase 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0636 N-(5'-phosphoribosyl)anthranilate isomerase 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0648 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0650 GTP-binding protein TypA/BipA, putative 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms 
SSX_0655 cell division protein FtsA, putative 
Cell division and 
chromosome 
partitioning 
SSX_0678 ArgR family transcriptional regulator Transcription 
SSX_0686 Fe2+/Zn2+ uptake regulation protein, putative 
Inorganic ion transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0697 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0705 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0722 hypothetical protein Defense mechanisms 
SSX_0724 
ABC-type multidrug/protein/lipid transport system 
(pediocin PA-1 exporter), ATPase and permease 
components, putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_0737 arginine deiminase 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_0748 major facilitator superfamily sugar transporter 
Carbohydrate 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_0758 
bifunctional ornithine acetyltransferase/N-acetylglutamate 
synthase protein 0 
SSX_0780 acid phosphatase 0 
SSX_0781 mannose-6-phosphate isomerase, putative 
Carbohydrate 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_0792 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0813 thioredoxin reductase, putative 
Posttranslational 
modification, protein 
turnover, chaperones 
SSX_1095 peptidoglycan hydrolase, putative 
Cell motility and 
secretion / Intracellular 
trafficking and 
secretion 
SSX_1119 two-component response transcriptional regulator 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms 
SSX_1120 two-component sensor kinase 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms 
SSX_1218 DNA repair protein RadC 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair 
SSX_1266 crcB-like protein 1, putative 
Cell division and 
chromosome 
partitioning 
SSX_1267 crcB-like protein 2, putative 
Cell division and 
chromosome 
partitioning 
SSX_1268 hypothetical protein Amino acid transport 
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and metabolism 
SSX_1269 hypothetical protein 0 
 
SSX_1270 
 
flavodoxin 
 
Energy production 
and conversion 
SSX_1275 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1277 D-alanyl-D-alanine carboxypeptidase 0 
SSX_1279 oxidoreductase, putative 
Energy production 
and conversion / 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_1280 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_1282 dipeptidase PepV 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_1283 nitroreductase, putative 
Energy production 
and conversion 
SSX_1284 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_1285 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1289 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1293 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1297 excinuclease ABC subunit C 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair 
SSX_1306 Trk transporter NAD+ binding protein-K+ transport, putative 
Inorganic ion 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_1308 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1374 multidrug ABC transporter permease/ATPase Defense mechanisms 
SSX_1375 multidrug ABC transporter permease/ATPase Defense mechanisms 
SSX_1517 cell-wall biogenesis glycosyltransferase, putative 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane 
SSX_1519 polysaccharide/teichoic acid transporter, putative 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_1560 
structural maintenance of chromosome protein 
(chromosome segregation ATPase), putative 
Cell division and 
chromosome 
partitioning 
SSX_1588 peptide ABC transporter permease Defense mechanisms 
SSX_1675 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1847 rRNA methyltransferase RsmB, putative 
Translation, 
ribosomal structure 
and biogenesis 
SSX_1852 hypothetical protein 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_1859 Holliday junction-specific endonuclease 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_1869 ATP-dependent RNA helicase, putative 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair / Transcription 
/ Translation, 
ribosomal structure 
and biogenesis 
SSX_1891 aldo/keto reductase family oxidoreductase General function 
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prediction only 
SSX_1900 transcription elongation factor NusA Transcription 
SSX_1914 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1941 hypothetical protein Transcription 
SSX_1945 oligopeptide transport ATP-binding protein, putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_1946 oligopeptide transport system permease protein, putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_1947 oligopeptide transport system permease protein, putative 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_1958 adaptor protein 0 
SSX_1969 acetolactate synthase 3 regulatory subunit 
Amino acid transport 
and metabolism 
SSX_1971 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1972 two-component response transcriptional regulator 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms / 
Transcription 
SSX_2117 DNA recombination protein RmuC, putative Function unknown 
SSX_2146 metallo-beta-lactamase, putative 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_2201 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2212 polysaccharide transport protein, putative 0 
SSX_2213 nucleotide sugar dehydratase, putative 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane / 
Carbohydrate 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_2222 tyrosine-protein kinase Wze, putative 
Cell division and 
chromosome 
partitioning 
SSX_2223 
capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis protein Wzd (chain 
length regulator), putative 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane 
SSX_2224 phosphotyrosine-protein phosphatase, putative 
Carbohydrate 
transport and 
metabolism / Cell 
envelope biogenesis, 
outer membrane 
SSX_2233 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2234 
phosphatidylserine/phosphatidylglycerophosphate/cardiolipi
n synthase-like protein Lipid metabolism 
SSX_2305 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2307 hypothetical protein 0 
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SSX_2355 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2372 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_0530 ethanolamine utilization protein (transporter), putative 0 
SSX_0816 
copper transport operon or penicillinase transcription 
repressor, putative Transcription 
SSX_0817 
antirepressor regulating drug resistance (membrane-
bound), putative 
Transcription / Signal 
transduction 
mechanisms 
SSX_0837 glucosyltransferase, putative 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane 
SSX_0852 ATP-dependent DNA helicase, putative 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair 
SSX_0856 glycosyl transferase family protein 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane 
SSX_0860 N-acetylmuramidase/lysin, putative 
Cell envelope 
biogenesis, outer 
membrane 
SSX_0866 cation transporter E1-E2 family ATPase 
Inorganic ion 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_0867 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0868 hypothetical protein 
DNA replication, 
recombination, and 
repair 
SSX_0872 Zn-dependent hydrolases, including glyoxylases, putative 
General function 
prediction only 
SSX_1113 two-component response transcriptional regulator 
Signal transduction 
mechanisms / 
Transcription 
SSX_0945 phosphate import ATP-binding protein pstB 1, putative 
Inorganic ion 
transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_0901 Alpha-acetolactate decarboxylase, putative 0 
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Table 3.  Gene Annotations of Short Chain Mutants and their COG functions. 
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Short 
Chain 
Mutants Gene Annotation COG Function 
SSX_0054 
phosphotransferase system 
sugar-specific EIIB 
component, putative 0 
SSX_0095 threonine synthase Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_0105 uridine kinase, putative Nucleotide transport and metabolism 
SSX_0142 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0145 
TetR family transcriptional 
regulator Transcription 
SSX_0148 
sugar ABC transporter, 
ATP-binding protein, 
putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_0150 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0155 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0158 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0160 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0161 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0195 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0202 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0203 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0222 
PTS system, mannose-
specific IID component, 
putative 0 
SSX_0391 pyruvate oxidase, putative 
acetolactate synthase, pyruvate dehydrogenase 
(cytochrome), glyoxylate carboligase, 
phosphonopyruvate decarboxylase] [Amino acid 
transport and metabolism / Coenzyme 
metabolism 
SSX_0393 
bacteriocin ABC-type 
exporter, ATP 
binding/permease protein, 
putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_0396 hypothetical protein General function prediction only 
SSX_0398 hypothetical protein Defense mechanisms 
SSX_0409 
ABC-type multidrug 
transport system, ATPase 
component, putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_0410 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0414 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0418 
AraC-type DNA-binding 
domain-containing protein Transcription 
SSX_0422 
phosphoglycerate mutase 
family protein, putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_0423 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0424 
exopolysaccharide 
biosynthesis protein, 
putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
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SSX_0427 
 
SARP family DNA-binding 
transcriptional activator 
 
General function prediction only 
SSX_0428 formimidoylglutamase Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_0429 histidine ammonia-lyase 0 
SSX_0432 
formate--tetrahydrofolate 
ligase Nucleotide transport and metabolism 
SSX_0433 
Methenyl tetrahydrofolate 
cyclohydrolase, putative Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_0436 imidazolonepropionase 
Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport, 
and catabolism 
SSX_0451 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_0457 fructokinase, putative 
Transcription / Carbohydrate transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_0515 
propanediol utilization 
protein PduU, putative 0 
SSX_0520 
ethanolamine ammonia-
lyase small subunit 0 
SSX_0522 
ethanolamine utilization 
protein, putative 
Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport, 
and catabolism / Energy production and 
conversion 
SSX_0523 aldehyde dehydrogenase Energy production and conversion 
SSX_0533 
glycerol dehydratase large 
subunit pduC, putative 0 
SSX_0535 propanediol utilization: dehydratase, medium subunit, putative 
SSX_0541 acetate kinase, putative Energy production and conversion 
SSX_0552 Cof family protein, putative Function unknown 
SSX_0689 
penicillin-binding protein 2B, 
putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSX_0690 recombination protein RecR DNA replication, recombination, and repair 
SSX_0698 
peptide chain release factor 
3 Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 
SSX_0712 
P-type ATPase-metal cation 
transport (calcium efflux), 
putative Inorganic ion transport and metabolism 
SSX_0759 acetylglutamate kinase Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_0760 
acetylornithine 
aminotransferase Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_0773 PTS enzyme I, putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_1078 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1083 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1093 
ATP-dependent protease 
ATP-binding subunit 
Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, 
chaperones 
SSX_1098 formate/nitrate transporter Inorganic ion transport and metabolism 
SSX_1099 
calcium binding hemolysin-
like protein, putative 0 
SSX_1103 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1110 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1116 hypothetical protein 0 
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SSX_1117 hypothetical protein 
Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, 
chaperones 
SSX_1371 FmtA-like protein, putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_1379 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1380 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1383 aspartate aminotransferase Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_1394 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1405 
copper homeostasis protein 
CutC, putative Inorganic ion transport and metabolism 
SSX_1561 ribonuclease III Transcription 
SSX_1572 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1582 
alpha-beta hydrolase 
superfamily esterase General function prediction only 
SSX_1601 SsrA-binding protein 
Posttranslational modification, protein turnover, 
chaperones 
SSX_1694 
PTS system, lactose-
specific IIA component, 
putative 0 
SSX_1696 
tagatose 1,6-diphosphate 
aldolase Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_1715 
phosphoserine 
aminotransferase 
Coenzyme metabolism / Amino acid transport and 
metabolism 
SSX_1792 OxaA-like protein precursor Intracellular trafficking and secretion 
SSX_1796 
transcription elongation 
factor GreA Transcription 
SSX_1832 hypothetical protein Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 
SSX_1854 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1860 
penicillin-binding protein 1A, 
putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSX_1897 hypothetical protein Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 
SSX_1904 
ABC-type multidrug 
transport system, permease 
component, putative 0 
SSX_1907 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_1909 
cell envelope related 
transcriptional attenuator 
LytR Transcription 
SSX_1910 hypothetical protein Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 
SSX_1921 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2033 30S ribosomal protein S9 0 
SSX_2040 
ABC transporter ATP-
binding protein-multiple 
sugar transport, putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_2041 leucine-rich protein, putative 
Signal transduction mechanisms / Secondary 
metabolites biosynthesis, transport, and 
catabolism 
SSX_2042 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_2050 
arabinose efflux permease, 
putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_2053 hypothetical protein 0 
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SSX_2055 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2056 
cinnamoyl ester hydrolase, 
putative Lipid metabolism 
SSX_2062 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_2076 
putative L-ascorbate 6-
phosphate lactonase General function prediction only 
SSX_2077 hypothetical protein General function prediction only 
SSX_2089 
putative L-xylulose 5-
phosphate 3-epimerase Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_2094 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2113 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2119 
Pentose-5-phosphate-3-
epimerase, putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_2121  
cell wall surface anchor 
family protein, putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSX_2129 
arsenical resistance operon 
transcription repressor 
(ArsR), putative Transcription 
SSX_2130 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2134 hypothetical protein Coenzyme metabolism 
SSX_2139 
membrane protein 
(preprotein translocase) 
oxaA 1 precursor, putative Intracellular trafficking and secretion 
SSX_2141 argininosuccinate lyase Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_2147 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2152 
ABC-type transporter 
(uncharacterized), ATPase 
component, putative General function prediction only 
SSX_2153 
ABC-type transporter 
(uncharacterized), 
permease component, 
putative General function prediction only 
SSX_2154 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2159 hypothetical protein Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSX_2161 
NTP 
pyrophosphohydrolases 
including oxidative damage 
repair enzymes, putative Nucleotide transport and metabolism 
SSX_2162 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2164 
glutamine amidotransferase, 
putative General function prediction only 
SSX_2166 
ABC-type multidrug 
transporter, ATPase and 
permease components, 
putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_2170 hypothetical protein General function prediction only 
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SSX_2173 
aminoacylase/N-acyl-L-
amino acid 
amidohydrolase/hippurate 
hydrolase, putative General function prediction only 
 
 
SSX_2174 
 
 
2,3,4,5-tetrahydropyridine-2-
carboxylate N-
succinyltransferase, putative 
 
 
Amino acid transport and metabolism 
SSX_2179 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2181 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2182 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2184 hypothetical protein 
Nucleotide transport and metabolism / 
Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 
SSX_2191 hypothetical protein Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 
SSX_2193 
ADP-ribose 
pyrophosphatase, putative Nucleotide transport and metabolism 
SSX_2205 
transcription antitermination 
protein NusG Transcription 
SSX_2250 
peptide ABC transporter 
permease Function unknown 
SSX_2252 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2254 
Holliday junction DNA 
helicase motor protein DNA replication, recombination, and repair 
SSX_2257 
DNA mismatch repair 
protein DNA replication, recombination, and repair 
SSX_2258 hypothetical protein Function unknown 
SSX_2285 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2294 hypothetical protein 0 
SSX_2295 
phage integrase family 
integrase/recombinase DNA replication, recombination, and repair 
SSX_2296 
XRE family transcriptional 
regulator Transcription 
SSX_2320 hypothetical protein Signal transduction mechanisms 
SSX_2331 
D-alanine transfer protein, 
putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSX_2332 
D-alanine--
poly(phosphoribitol) ligase 
subunit 2 
Lipid metabolism / Secondary metabolites 
biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism 
SSX_2333 integral membrane protein Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSX_2337 hypothetical protein  
SSX_2339 
microcin C7 resistance 
protein, putative Defense mechanisms 
SSX_2352 
ABC-type 
nitrate/sulfonate/bicarbonate 
transporter, periplasmic 
component, putative Inorganic ion transport and metabolism 
SSX_2358 hypothetical protein Signal transduction mechanisms 
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SSX_2277 
DNA segregation ATPase 
FtsK/SpoIIIE family protein, 
putative Cell division and chromosome partitioning 
 
SSX_2292 
 
DNA segregation ATPase 
FtsK/SpoIIIE-like protein, 
putative 
 
 
 
Cell division and chromosome partitioning 
SSX_2312 hypothetical protein                                                                       0 
SSX_0996 hypothetical protein                                                                              0 
SSX_1015 hypothetical protein                                                                              0 
SSX_1018 
Zinc metalloprotease zmpC 
precursor, putative Function unknown 
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Table 4. Gene Annotations of Clustered Mutants and their COG functions. Clustered 
Mutants that also displayed significantly different chain lengths are noted. 
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Clustered 
Mutants Gene Annotations COG Short Long 
SSA_0134 
membrane carboxypeptidase 
(penicillin-binding protein), 
putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane Y 
SSA_0145 
TetR family transcriptional 
regulator Transcription Y  
SSA_0190 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0179 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0180 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0181 
glycosyl transferase family 
protein Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane Y 
SSA_0183 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0213 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0191 adenine-specific DNA methylase DNA replication, recombination, and repair Y 
SSA_0201 
ABC multidrug transporter (3-
component subtilin immunity 
exporter), putative Defense mechanisms Y 
SSA_0207 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0240 acetyltransferase 0   
SSA_0246 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0247 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0217 
two-component response 
transcriptional regulator 
Signal transduction mechanisms / 
Transcription Y 
SSA_0248 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0251 D-tyrosyl-tRNA deacylase 0   
SSA_0241 
ribosomal protein L11 
methyltransferase Translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis 
SSA_0245 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0826 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0838 GtfB, putative 0   
SSA_0839 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0249 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0843 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0252 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0260 
manganese/Zinc ABC 
transporter substrate-binding 
protein Inorganic ion transport and metabolism Y 
SSA_0841 hypothetical protein 1   
SSA_0215 
periplasmic sugar-binding 
protein (ribose porter), putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSA_0218 
sugar-binding periplasmic 
protein, putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSA_0442 
ABC-type multidrug transport 
system, ATPase component, 
putative Defense mechanisms Y 
SSA_0445 hypothetical protein 0  Y 
SSA_0447 
magnesium/cobalt transporter 
CorA Inorganic ion transport and metabolism Y 
SSA_0448 excinuclease ABC subunit A DNA replication, recombination, and repair Y 
 
SSA_0450 elongation factor P 
Translation, ribosomal structure and 
biogenesis Y 
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SSA_0578 
nicotinic acid mononucleotide 
adenylyltransferase Coenzyme metabolism Y 
SSA_0596 hypothetical protein 0   
SSA_0642 
Type 4 prepilin peptidase, 
putative 
Cell motility and secretion / Posttranslational 
modification, protein turnover, chaperones / 
Intracellular trafficking and secretion 
SSA_1945 
oligopeptide transport ATP-
binding protein, putative 
Amino acid transport and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion transport and metabolism Y 
SSA_1946 
oligopeptide transport system 
permease protein, putative 
Amino acid transport and metabolism / 
Inorganic ion transport and metabolism Y 
SSA_0816 
copper transport operon or 
penicillinase transcription 
repressor, putative Transcription Y 
SSA_0817 
antirepressor regulating drug 
resistance (membrane-bound), 
putative 
Transcription / Signal transduction 
mechanisms Y 
SSA_0837 glucosyltransferase, putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane Y 
SSA_0852 
ATP-dependent DNA helicase, 
putative DNA replication, recombination, and repair Y 
SSA_0856 
glycosyl transferase family 
protein Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane Y 
SSA_0868 hypothetical protein DNA replication, recombination, and repair Y 
SSA_0283 
phosphotransferase system 
(PTS), cellobiose-specific IIB 
component, putative Carbohydrate transport and metabolism 
SSA_1410 
dTDP-4-keto-6-deoxyglucose-
3,5-epimerase, putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSA_1411 
glucose-1-phosphate 
thymidylytransferase, putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSA_1506  
lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis 
protein, putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSA_1219 sortase, putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSA_0164 hypothetical protein 
Cell motility and secretion / Intracellular trafficking and 
secretion 
SSA_0845 
ABC-type multidrug transport 
system, ATPase component, 
putative Defense mechanisms 
SSA_0285 
formate acetyltransferase 3, 
putative Energy production and conversion 
SSA_0212 
phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase, 
beta subunit, putative General function prediction only 
SSA_0842 
effector of murein hydrolase 
LrgA/holin-like protein, putative General function prediction only 
SSA_0262 
ABC-type Mn/Zn transporter, 
ATP-ase component, putative Inorganic ion transport and metabolism 
SSA_0832 
preprotein translocase subunit 
SecY Intracellular trafficking and secretion 
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SSA_0945 
phosphate import ATP-binding 
protein pstB 1, putative Inorganic ion transport and metabolism Y 
 
 
 
SSA_0963 
 
 
 
peptidoglycan N-
acetylglucosamine deacetylase 
A, putative 
 
 
 
0   
SSA_0985 
ABC-type choline transporter, 
membrane-spanning permease, 
putative Cell envelope biogenesis, outer membrane 
SSA_0989 hypothetical protein Function unknown  
 
 
48 
Table 5.  Statistical Comparison of SK36 chain length in µm with long and short chain 
mutants. Each p-value represents the comparison between the mutant and the SK36 
grown on the same plate. The Bonferroni Correction was used (p<0.0005) to adjust for 
number of mutants on each plate and all mutants being measured. 
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Mutant Short Long Cluster Geometric Mean  SK36 Geometric Mean P-value 
SSX_0054   Y   8.96306215 17.36452543 1.373E-12 
SSX_0095 Y     7.374879057 17.36452543 2.55E-17 
SSX_0103   Y   22.80331161 15.77741795 0.0001822 
SSX_0105 Y     6.247692744 15.77741795 6.54E-14 
SSX_0130   Y   10.30877391 15.77741795 0.0001059 
SSX_0134   Y Y 23.64029132 15.77741795 0.0004302 
SSX_0142 Y     10.85405775 15.77741795 0.0001208 
SSX_0144   Y   25.00603036 15.77741795 5.136E-05 
SSX_0145 Y   Y 7.049611618 15.77741795 2.53E-19 
SSX_0148 Y     6.831451378 15.77741795 7.099E-14 
SSX_0150 Y     8.964570401 15.77741795 1.571E-07 
SSX_0155 Y     10.30891279 15.77741795 0.0003998 
SSX_0158 Y     9.02157797 15.77741795 6.373E-08 
SSX_0160 Y     9.808351944 15.77741795 2.143E-06 
SSX_0161 Y     10.89004367 15.77741795 0.0004154 
SSX_0179   Y Y 21.35188992 15.77741795 4.312E-05 
SSX_0180   Y Y 22.4201309 15.77741795 7.533E-06 
SSX_0181   Y Y 21.31127024 15.77741795 0.0001083 
SSX_0183   Y Y 23.75239109 15.77741795 3.765E-07 
SSX_0191   Y Y 20.90614622 15.28844103 8.545E-05 
SSX_0195 Y     11.65452817 15.28844103 0.00048 
SSX_0201   Y Y             17.95292                    15.28844103  2.35E-32 
SSX_0202 Y     11.01021335 15.28844103 0.000332 
SSX_0203 Y            11.254602 15.28844103 0.0003468 
SSX_0205   Y   24.51421368 15.28844103 9.791E-08 
SSX_0207   Y Y 24.97027822 15.28844103 6.307E-07 
SSX_0209   Y   21.46233379 15.28844103 0.0004159 
SSX_0217   Y Y          22.1079944 15.28844103 3.154E-05 
SSX_0222 Y              10.8014216 15.28844103 8.829E-06 
SSX_0243   Y   23.99895131 15.28844103 9.186E-07 
SSX_0245   Y Y 22.22993855 15.28844103 7.516E-06 
SSX_0249   Y Y        21.473264 15.28844103 0.0005914 
SSX_0252   Y Y 21.67076981 15.28844103 0.0003275 
SSX_0260   Y Y 24.37257053 15.28844103 6.737E-07 
SSX_0215     Y 20.11064303 15.28844103 8.963E-05 
SSX_0313   Y   23.98649505 13.86378243 2.241E-09 
SSX_0387   Y   22.02961157 16.26251351 0.0004702 
SSX_0391 Y     8.531032314 16.26251351 7.688E-14 
SSX_0393 Y     8.995173288 16.26251351 4.469E-11 
SSX_0396 Y     8.305336313 16.26251351 5.257E-12 
SSX_0398 Y     7.559631524 16.26251351 1.265E-15 
SSX_0409 Y     8.379682036 16.26251351 4.627E-15 
SSX_0410 Y     8.953287848 16.26251351 3.852E-12 
SSX_0414 Y     9.226639135 16.26251351 1.16E-09 
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Mutant Short Long Cluster Geometric Mean  SK36 Geometric Mean P-value 
SSX_0418 Y     7.9392896 16.26251351 8.04E-17 
SSX_0422 Y     9.12817799 16.26251351 4.223E-12 
SSX_0423 Y     7.873115197 16.26251351 3.636E-15 
SSX_0424 Y     8.453967743 16.26251351 2.804E-14 
SSX_0427 Y     9.349108308 16.26251351 7.393E-09 
SSX_0428 Y     7.652745399 16.26251351 1.427E-17 
SSX_0429 Y     8.037981802 16.26251351 7.43E-13 
SSX_0432 Y     8.503824952 16.26251351 5.742E-13 
SSX_0433 Y     7.775381735 16.26251351 6.22E-15 
SSX_0436 Y     8.924853957 16.26251351 3.269E-12 
SSX_0442   Y Y 23.99389651 16.26251351 0.0005578 
SSX_0445   Y Y 23.10150958 16.26251351 0.0005253 
SSX_0447   Y Y 23.08085504 16.26251351 0.0005644 
SSX_0448   Y Y 24.18049832 16.26251351 0.0005623 
SSX_0450   Y Y 22.18744216 16.26251351 0.0001537 
SSX_0451 Y     8.966626621 16.26251351 1.247E-11 
SSX_0457 Y     8.517224811 16.26251351 2.075E-13 
SSX_0483   Y   20.76866616 15.05765355 0.0004615 
SSX_0484   Y   20.33171176 15.05765355 0.0005049 
SSX_0485   Y   21.58269134 15.05765355 7.618E-05 
SSX_0488   Y   22.47707146 15.05765355 0.0004294 
SSX_0489   Y   21.88072767 15.05765355 0.0001077 
SSX_0492   Y   21.97103315 15.05765355 0.0005242 
SSX_0493   Y   20.31536791 15.05765355 0.0005712 
SSX_0498   Y   24.82429841 15.05765355 1.037E-05 
SSX_0499       32.65133744 13.86378243 1.444E-15 
SSX_0504   Y   25.68297309 15.05765355 1.33E-06 
SSX_0505   Y   22.71995318 15.05765355 0.0004836 
SSX_0515 Y     9.013001125 15.05765355 4.297E-08 
SSX_0517   Y   21.75668539 15.05765355 0.0004842 
SSX_0520 Y     9.619666661 15.05765355 0.0005588 
SSX_0521 Y     22.30367227 15.05765355 0.0003039 
SSX_0522 Y     8.314120095 15.05765355 2.066E-08 
SSX_0523 Y     10.30926646 15.05765355 7.089E-05 
SSX_0531   Y   22.77319638 15.05765355 0.0001931 
SSX_0533 Y     10.30389497 15.05765355 8.381E-05 
SSX_0535 Y     10.2726892 15.05765355 0.0003728 
SSX_0537   Y   23.12788209 15.05765355 0.0004224 
SSX_0541 Y     9.263205914 15.05765355 1.016E-06 
SSX_0551   Y   24.73711243 15.05765355 2.478E-06 
SSX_0552 Y     8.123096882 15.05765355 2.134E-10 
SSX_0584   Y   20.76348671 15.16298848 2.228E-05 
SSX_0585   Y   20.41502449 15.16298848 2.566E-37 
SSX_0588   Y   20.96159838 15.16298848 3.61E-06 
SSX_0590   Y   21.31338275 15.16298848 2.051E-05 
SSX_0591   Y   21.50673683 15.16298848 0.0002248 
SSX_0592   Y   20.45835136 15.16298848 2.146E-08 
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Mutant Short Long Cluster Geometric Mean  SK36 Geometric Mean P-value 
SSX_0593   Y   21.4006948 15.16298848 1.3053963 
SSX_0595   Y   22.6940844 15.16298848 1.741E-05 
SSX_0599   Y   21.88527005 15.16298848 0.0003951 
SSX_0602   Y   20.55359398 15.16298848 0.0005896 
SSX_0603   Y   20.85613699 15.16298848 0.0002205 
SSX_0608   Y   20.60485261 15.16298848 0.0004696 
SSX_0612   Y   20.18921648 15.16298848 0.0005178 
SSX_0613   Y   21.77190722 15.16298848 0.0004545 
SSX_0615   Y   22.57079487 15.16298848 0.000577 
SSX_0617   Y   20.79125907 15.16298848 0.000421 
SSX_0620   Y   22.65475273 15.16298848 0.0002274 
SSX_0634   Y   19.91511833 15.16298848 0.0004343 
SSX_0635   Y   21.88489497 15.16298848 1.187E-05 
SSX_0636   Y   20.87013773 15.16298848 0.0005168 
SSX_0648   Y   21.87287975 15.16298848 0.0003816 
SSX_0650   Y   23.48833534 15.16298848 4.15E-05 
SSX_0655   Y   37.02244075 13.86378243 2.233E-16 
SSX_0678   Y   22.5800278 14.99234111 0.000388 
SSX_0686   Y   20.77540545 14.99234111 0.0004603 
SSX_0689 Y     7.759637653 14.99234111 4.447E-15 
SSX_0690 Y     7.831012981 14.99234111 1.129E-10 
SSX_0697   Y   21.42398033 14.99234111 0.000425 
SSX_0698 Y     8.23771284 14.99234111 7.623E-11 
SSX_0705   Y   23.17348934 13.86378243 3.095E-10 
SSX_0712 Y     8.878767412 14.99234111 1.535E-09 
SSX_0722   Y   21.69803079 14.99234111 0.0005341 
SSX_0724   Y   20.64802037 14.99234111 0.0002147 
SSX_0737   Y   22.01931783 14.99234111 8.216E-05 
SSX_0748   Y   21.93968726 14.99234111 0.0002296 
SSX_0758   Y   21.05868054 14.99234111 0.0004411 
SSX_0759 Y     7.251793977 14.99234111 1.691E-16 
SSX_0760 Y     7.826748754 14.99234111 1.658E-12 
SSX_0773 Y     6.63512778 13.86378243 9.177E-15 
SSX_0780   Y   19.92336642 14.99234111 6.553E-05 
SSX_0781   Y   23.20566069 14.99234111 8.875E-08 
SSX_0792   Y   19.70013122 14.99234111 2.614E-05 
SSX_0813   Y              23.27328046                      14.96756409 7.348E-07 
SSX_1078 Y     8.3414 14.77330207 1.65E-12 
SSX_1083 Y     7.2226 14.77330207 4.224E-15 
SSX_1093 Y     7.0474 14.77330207 3.975E-16 
1.594E-05 SSX_1095   Y   23.43149889 14.77330207 
SSX_1098   Y   19.82109969 13.86378243 5.24E-05 
SSX_1096 Y     8.299855645                      14.77330207 8.319E-09 
SSX_1099 Y     10.2966                        14.773                                        
 
 
5.748E-07 
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Mutant Short 
 
Long Cluster Geometric Mean  SK36 Geometric  Mean      P-value 
SSX_1103 Y     5.8554 14.77330207 5.084E-20 
SSX_1110 Y     6.0966 14.77330207 5.965E-18 
SSX_1113   Y   22.017 14.77330207 0.0004628 
SSX_1116 Y     5.0064 14.77330207 3.521E-24 
SSX_1117 Y     21.42327181 13.86378243 0.0005647 
SSX_1119   Y   21.12075107 13.86378243 0.0002885 
SSX_1120   Y   20.69560459 13.86378243 0.0005274 
SSX_1218   Y   20.43621107 14.64957661 0.0005446 
SSX_1266   Y   26.65738572 14.64957661 5.641E-07 
SSX_1267   Y   24.52178717 14.64957661 3.407E-05 
SSX_1268   Y   24.96222036 14.64957661 2.655E-06 
SSX_1269   Y   21.66030751 14.64957661 0.0004923 
SSX_1270   Y   27.39198867 14.64957661 7.108E-08 
SSX_1275   Y   22.36321289 14.64957661 1.334E-05 
SSX_1277   Y   25.31927833 14.64957661 9.494E-07 
SSX_1279   Y   23.9507615 14.64957661 1.877E-06 
SSX_1280   Y   20.69397425 14.64957661 0.0005421 
SSX_1282   Y   21.95005032 14.64957661 0.000152 
SSX_1283   Y   21.08826332 14.64957661 0.0001078 
SSX_1284   Y   20.48075627 14.64957661 0.000519 
SSX_1285   Y   27.42388821 14.64957661 1.387E-08 
SSX_1288   Y   21.80440584 14.64957661 0.0005655 
SSX_1289   Y   21.80440584 14.64957661 0.0005655 
SSX_1293   Y   22.81858684 14.64957661 1.361E-05 
SSX_1297   Y   23.91667948 14.64957661 0.0001386 
SSX_1306   Y   27.08825422 14.64957661 3.991E-06 
SSX_1308   Y   24.44232778 14.64957661 2.297E-06 
SSX_1371 Y     8.234737891 14.7991423 6.257E-09 
SSX_1374   Y   21.02260167 14.7991423 0.0004769 
SSX_1375   Y   20.54556772 14.7991423 0.0003963 
SSX_1379 Y     8.004438744 14.7991423 9.134E-09 
SSX_1380 Y     7.382018439 14.7991423 7.494E-10 
SSX_1383 Y     7.460366899 14.7991423 4.548E-08 
SSX_1394 Y     8.395644308 14.7991423 1.778E-08 
SSX_1405 Y     8.708246487 14.7991423 5.249E-07 
SSX_1518 Y                8.901908537                        14.7991423 8.763E-07 
SSX_1560   Y   22.89869526 17.34708205 0.0002232 
SSX_1561 Y     8.367715259 17.34708205 4.496E-13 
SSX_1572 Y     9.02039478 17.34708205 2.148E-11 
SSX_1582 Y     8.002112533 17.34708205 4.008E-14 
SSX_1588   Y   7.5226424 17.34708205 2.576E-14 
SSX_1601 Y     7.291259122 17.34708205 1.659E-15 
SSX_1675   Y   18.7804144 14.04939097 0.0004839 
SSX_1694 Y     6.90730925 14.04939097 1.219E-13 
SSX_1696 Y     7.811212394 14.04939097 1.612E-10 
SSX_1715 Y     10.50744258 14.04939097 0.0005666 
SSX_1792 Y     7.548627715 16.0560205 2.837E-13 
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Mutant Short Long Cluster Geometric Mean  SK36 Geometric Mean P-value 
SSX_1796 Y     5.317761679 16.0560205 1.685E-24 
SSX_1832 Y     7.973844391 16.0560205 1.216E-13 
SSX_1847   Y   18.82258275 14.05661091 0.0002787 
SSX_1852   Y   22.1102898 14.05661091 1.401E-05 
SSX_1854 Y     8.882573977 14.05661091 2.139E-06 
SSX_1859   Y   21.48268048 14.05661091 1.055E-05 
SSX_1860 Y     6.694305704 14.05661091 3.597E-16 
SSX_1869   Y   22.54248314 14.05661091 1.668E-06 
SSX_1891   Y   20.75953809 14.05661091 0.0003757 
SSX_1897 Y     7.672495512 14.05661091 3.286E-09 
SSX_1900   Y   20.09347443 14.05661091 0.0001161 
SSX_1904 Y     7.638651767 14.05661091 7.033E-11 
SSX_1907 Y     9.055715428 14.05661091 6.382E-07 
SSX_1909 Y     8.26919002 14.05661091 4.059E-08 
SSX_1910 Y     8.271417461 14.05661091 3.339E-10 
SSX_1914   Y   20.95668464 14.05661091 9.085E-06 
SSX_1921 Y     8.115448234 14.05661091 4.169E-10 
SSX_1941   Y   23.62626582 15.32925762 0.0001286 
SSX_1945   Y Y 22.45573708 15.32925762 8.664E-05 
SSX_1946   Y Y 21.51633906 15.32925762 0.0005828 
SSX_1947   Y   21.46670994 15.32925762 0.0004449 
SSX_1958   Y   26.81922932 15.32925762 8.842E-07 
SSX_1969   Y   21.59318465 15.32925762 0.0005433 
SSX_1971   Y   21.7397744 15.32925762 0.0004681 
SSX_1972   Y   22.69116857 15.32925762 0.0005867 
SSX_2033 Y     8.720511198 15.86255612 1.571E-08 
SSX_2040 Y     10.05874268 15.86255612 1.935E-06 
SSX_2041 Y     10.49290175 15.86255612 2.767E-05 
SSX_2042 Y     8.324083443 15.86255612 5.08E-08 
SSX_2050 Y     7.366970701 15.86255612 5.315E-12 
SSX_2053 Y     8.752863188 15.86255612 3.315E-08 
SSX_2055 Y     8.464114303 15.86255612 1.96E-08 
SSX_2056 Y     8.71839656 15.86255612 1.539E-08 
SSX_2062 Y     7.428787525 15.86255612 7.075E-12 
SSX_2076 Y     9.6102642 15.86255612 9.788E-06 
SSX_2077 Y     6.397748274 15.86255612 2.133E-15 
SSX_2089 Y     7.534355279 15.86255612 6.423E-07 
SSX_2094 Y     8.470794514 15.86255612 1.68E-08 
SSX_2113 Y     7.70618029 15.86255612 1.297E-11 
SSX_2117   Y   8.889362972 15.86255612 1.487E-07 
SSX_2119 Y     8.036265151 14.86264289 5.72E-13 
SSX_2121  Y     8.786644081 14.86264289 2.426E-08 
SSX_2128       8.527076381 14.86264289 7.252E-11 
SSX_2129 Y     7.204466431 14.86264289 1.904E-14 
SSX_2130 Y     7.945401882 14.86264289 2.617E-13 
SSX_2134 Y     7.205820378 14.86264289 7.322E-15 
SSX_2139 Y     8.086809937 14.86264289 3.459E-10 
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Mutant Short Long Cluster Geometric Mean  SK36 Geometric Mean P-value 
SSX_2141 Y     6.833379964 14.86264289 3.194E-14 
SSX_2146   Y   25.06932008 14.86264289 1.92E-08 
SSX_2147 Y     6.203094048 14.86264289 1.32E-18 
SSX_2152 Y     6.431974893 14.86264289 1.098E-15 
SSX_2153 Y     7.321895271 14.86264289 3.2E-15 
SSX_2154 Y     7.920338803 14.86264289 2.95E-13 
SSX_2159 Y     7.81187178 14.86264289 3.912E-13 
SSX_2161 Y     7.211626552 14.86264289 5.399E-15 
SSX_2162 Y     6.789582 14.86264289 1.167E-12 
SSX_2166 Y     7.713996924 14.86264289 1.351E-12 
SSX_2164       9.138011826 14.86264289 1.326E-08 
SSX_2170 Y     7.794600926 14.86264289 7.579E-12 
SSX_2173 Y     9.106130231 14.86264289 4.619E-35 
SSX_2174 Y     7.611611783 14.86264289 3.198E-18 
SSX_2179 Y     9.251091758 14.86264289 3.653E-12 
SSX_2181 Y     9.15652905 14.86264289 5.01E-08 
SSX_2182 Y     9.677991274 14.86264289 1.299E-07 
SSX_2184 Y     8.696341278 14.86264289 1.188E-09 
SSX_2191 Y     10.02587901 14.86264289 4.1E-06 
SSX_2193 Y     10.47862018 14.86264289 4.156E-05 
SSX_2205 Y     10.18566852 14.86264289 1.465E-05 
SSX_2222   Y   22.67249418 14.39894997 1.373E-09 
SSX_2223   Y   22.49635719 14.39894997 6.129E-08 
SSX_2224   Y   25.42620478 14.39894997 1.614E-11 
SSX_2233   Y   21.33555527 14.39894997 1.459E-07 
SSX_2234   Y   23.6405715 14.39894997 1.055E-08 
SSX_2250 Y     6.521799581 14.39894997 8.404E-18 
SSX_2252 Y     8.284442928 14.39894997 2.631E-12 
SSX_2254 Y     8.404742993 14.39894997 1.686E-11 
SSX_2257 Y     7.500163068 14.39894997 3.863E-13 
SSX_2258 Y     8.105706908 14.39894997 2.053E-13 
SSX_2285 Y     6.768571643 14.39894997 1.404E-15 
SSX_2294 Y     8.911132836 14.39894997 5.757E-10 
SSX_2295 Y     7.235607455 14.39894997 1.944E-17 
SSX_2296 Y     6.379220199 14.39894997 1.883E-21 
SSX_2305   Y   19.32696422 14.39894997 0.0004922 
SSX_2307   Y   18.61349653 14.39894997 0.0005384 
SSX_2320 Y     8.209007515 14.39894997 3.062E-12 
SSX_2331 Y     8.720511198 14.39894997 5.337E-10 
SSX_2332 Y     6.649025646 14.39894997 1.543E-18 
SSX_2333 Y     6.514187267 14.39894997 9.012E-17 
SSX_2337 Y     6.410963263 14.39894997 7.03E-19 
SSX_2339 Y     8.854383037 14.39894997 2.387E-09 
SSX_2352 Y     7.369054353 14.39894997 8.406E-16 
SSX_2355   Y   20.58791302 14.39894997 4.876E-06 
SSX_2358 Y     6.900070128 14.39894997 4.281E-18 
SSX_0816   Y Y 25.1989651 14.96756409 6.442E-07 
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Mutant Short Long Cluster Geometric Mean  SK36 Geometric Mean P-value 
SSX_0817   Y Y 22.41202337 14.96756409 4.881E-05 
SSX_0837   Y Y 22.59130399 14.96756409 0.0004563 
SSX_0852   Y Y 22.79048012 14.96756409 0.0004965 
SSX_0856   Y Y 22.79268478 14.96756409 0.0004839 
SSX_0860   Y   25.80027778 14.96756409 8.708E-06 
SSX_0866   Y   22.36047764 14.96756409 0.0005062 
SSX_0867   Y   22.24354985 14.96756409 0.0005509 
SSX_0868   Y Y 21.41200907 14.96756409 0.0005463 
SSX_0872   Y   21.9576589 14.96756409 0.0004234 
SSX_2277 Y     10.38852006 14.39894997 3.611E-05 
SSX_2292 Y     7.957316545 14.39894997 1.334E-11 
SSX_2312 Y     6.116512859 14.39894997 3.016E-22 
SSX_0924   Y   22.80568062 14.99927483 7.503E-05 
SSX_0881   Y   25.63234218 14.99927483 2.718E-05 
SSX_0883       21.46008153 14.99927483 7.053E-05 
SSX_0901   Y   18.57998749 14.99927483 2.718E-05 
SSX_0908   Y   25.68841975 14.99927483 3.833E-06 
SSX_0913   Y   21.20970976 14.99927483 0.0004405 
SSX_0933       26.43839049 14.99927483 4.596E-07 
SSX_0940 Y     9.314575521 14.99927483 8.221E-06 
SSX_0945   Y   24.60312068 14.99927483 1.915E-07 
SSX_0963   Y   25.53217769 14.99927483 1.6E-09 
SSX_0961   Y   23.29364516 14.99927483 3.189E-05 
SSX_0968   Y   23.96487882 14.99927483 1.745E-06 
SSX_0993 Y     6.953602109 14.45225691 2.021E-14 
SSX_0996   Y   21.88022561 14.45225691 2.873E-05 
SSX_1002 Y     7.461710574 14.45225691 1.412E-09 
SSX_1007   Y   23.15377809 14.45225691 3.772E-05 
SSX_1011 Y     7.16146619 14.45225691 6.515E-16 
SSX_1015   Y   23.44864884 14.45225691 3.072E-05 
SSX_1018 Y     7.599266169 14.45225691 1.665E-10 
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Figure 6. Chain Length Related Gene Distribution by COG function. The ratio between 
the number of chain length morphology mutants of each COG and the total number of 
non-essential mutants of the COG function was calculated for each COG. There were 182 
mutants that were hypothetical proteins or were not identified with a COG.  
 
COG function abbreviations: A-Amino acid metabolism, Ca-Carbohydrate Metabolism, 
Cd-Cell Division and Chromosome Partitioning, Ce- Cell envelope biogenesis,outer   
membrane,C-Co-enzyme metabolism, De- Defense Mechanisms, D-DNA replication, 
recombination, and repair, E- Energy production and conversion, Li- Lipid Metabolism, 
In- Inorganic ion transport and metabolism, Int- Intracellular trafficking and secretion, 
Nu- Nucleotide transport and metabolism, Po- Posttranslational modification, protein 
turnover, chaperones, Se- Secondary metabolites biosynthesis, transport, and catabolism, 
Si-Signal transduction mechanisms, Tc-Transcription, Tl-Translation. 
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We found that there were several chain length mutants that were regulated by 
TCS response, regulators; however, we focused on the mutants that appeared to be co-
regulated by TCS response regulators which also exhibited alterations in chain 
morphology. Microarray analysis for the TCS regulators predicted the target genes of the 
chain length mutants (Figure 7). We found that four response regulators formed long 
chains mutants: SSX_1119, SSX_1113, SSX_0217, and SSX_1972. We investigated 
their regulation on chain length related mutants and found that some long chain mutants 
were positively controlled by the response regulators as expected as with SSA_1972. 
SSA_ 0222 was the only gene regulated by SSA_1972 that did not share the same long 
chain phenotype of the SSX_1972 mutant when deleted. Long chain mutants were also 
positively regulated by SSA_1119 and short chain mutants were negatively regulated 
which was somewhat expected.  However, there were also shorter chains that were 
positively regulated by SSA_1119. SSA_0217’s regulation provided no clear pattern of 
co-regulation among TCS response regulators. Genes of long chain forming mutants 
SSA_1098 and SSA_0737 appeared to be co-regulated by six different TCS response 
regulators. 
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Figure 7. Microarray analysis of regulations by TCS regulators. Log mean ratios (>2.0) 
are considered negatively regulated. Ratios (<0.5) are considered positively regulated. 
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There were some differences in the cell morphology when we compared mutants under 
under with scanning electron microscopy. Some appeared to have elongated cells (Figure 
8) and the terminal cells of each chain were longer than the individual cells that made up 
the chain. There were also mutants that formed a rough cell surface with a web like 
formation on the cell surface (Figure 8). 
Biofilm formation in the cell motility and secretion mutants appeared to be 
mutated (Figure 9). Both SSX_1277 and SSX_0642 formed hybrid biofilms that were 
disrupted by many channels and appeared to be tightly aggregated when compared to the 
long chains of cells that make up the biofilm of SK36. 
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Figure 8. Scanning electron micrographs comparing the cell ultra structure of mutants to  
SK36 taken at 20,000x total magnification. A. SSX_0655 a cell division protein FtsA 
mutant. B. SSX_2223 capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis protein Wzd (chain length 
regulator) mutation. C. Wildtype SK36. All of these mutants formed elongated cells 
compared to the SK36. 
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Figure 9.  Scanning electron micrographs of biofilm formation of SSX_1277 and 
SSX_0642 and SK36. The top biofilm micrographs were taken at 1,000x total 
magnification. The micrographs of the individual chains were taken at 20,000x total 
magnification. 
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DISCUSSION 
The formation of chain length in streptococci has been shown to effect 
competitiveness and susceptibility to phagocytosis in some strains. Some studies predict 
conditions that may affect chain length may also affect the adhesion, aggregation, and 
acidurance of streptococci which can contribute to virulence (29). This study was 
designed to determine how genetic mutations may influence the chain length morphology 
of Streptococcus sanguinis using a systems biology approach. 
Systems biology “ studies biological systems by systematically perturbing them 
(biologically, genetically, or chemically); monitoring the gene, protein and informational 
responses; integrating these data; and ultimately, formulating mathematical models that 
describe the structure of the system and its response to individual perturbations,”(45). A 
systems biology approach was made possible by the availability of the genome sequence 
of the SK36 strain of S. sanguinis. Each of the 2048 non-essential genes that were 
previously annotated (www.sanguinis.mic.vcu.edu) were examined for their possible 
involvement in chain length regulation.   
The highest ratio found among the COG function groups was Cell division and 
chromosome partitioning. This finding was not surprising as the ability for cells to divide 
and separate would be an inherent factor contributing to chain length. Chain formation in 
streptococci is the result of proper cell division that occurs on one plane at a designated 
area of the cell (27;28;46). 
One mutant belonging to this group was the cell division protein ftsA mutant 
(SSX_0655) which formed long chains. The ftsA gene belongs to a cluster of cell division 
and cell wall synthesis genes in many bacteria and is important for septation although its 
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exact role in septation is unclear. FtsA protein localizes to the equatorial zones of 
dividing cells where it interacts with FtsZ, a tubulin-like protein that forms the septal ring 
(46;47). In Escherichia coli, overexpression or deletion of the ftsA gene inhibits normal 
cell septations, which is attributed to the formation of long septated filaments (48). In 
Bacillus subtilis, ftsA mutations cause an abnormal Z-ring formation due to the loss of a 
recruitment of cell division proteins to ensure correct Z-ring assembly (49).  
In S. sanguinis the ftsA gene is non-essential; however, its absence has been 
observed to have some affect on cell division and chain morphology. Long chains are 
likely formed by enlarged cells that do not divide properly with this mutation and other 
mutations of cell division. To validate this theory the SEM pictures (Figure 5) show that 
individual cells of SSA_0655 mutant are larger than wild type SK36. This is due to a 
defect in the cell septation. There were also mutant genes of this COG that prevents 
chromosome condensation which would also cause defect in cell division during the M1 
stage of mitosis. Failure to properly divide in this instance would also create larger cells 
that would appear to form longer chains under LM.   
The two short chain mutants of the Cell division chromosome partitioning COG 
had the same DNA segregation ATPase Ftsk/SpoIII E protein mutation. This particular 
protein is an ATPase for the Ftsk/SpoIIIE family of transporters that transports plasmid 
DNA across septal membranes to daughter cells and insure appropriate chromosome 
segregation (50). Very little is known about how the transporters transport DNA from cell 
to cell but it is known that the SpoIIE protein is required to translocate DNA across septal 
membranes and may also function to rescue nucleloids that were trapped by the division 
septum as a result of altered chromosome segregation (50). Mutations in the Ftsk/SpoIIIE 
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ATPase prevent the active translocation of DNA and can cause a defect in cell formation. 
The second highest ratio found was with Signal Transduction. Seven of these mutated 
genes were involved with Two Component Systems either as a response regulator or as a 
sensor histidine kinase. Four of the TCS response regulator mutants formed long chains. 
Genes that were affected by the loss of regulation contributed to the chain length 
morphology rather than the mutation of the response regulator itself. Some of the mutants 
of the target genes for these regulators chain lengths when deleted displayed similar 
phenotypes when mutated, however, there were a few short chain mutants that were also 
positively regulated by these long chain mutants. This suggests that simultaneous 
regulation by other transcription factors also regulate the phenotype. 
The third largest ratio of COG to mutants was Defense Mechanisms. There was 
almost an equal number of short and long chain mutants related to defense mechanisms. 
The majority of these mutants were related to ABC-type multidrug transporters, however, 
it is plausible that it is not the transporter itself that is affects the chain length but rather 
what is no longer being transported in or out of the cell.  For example, if the mutated 
transporter was involved with sugar transport we would expect to see shorter chains 
because there is a lack of sugar metabolism necessary for peptidoglycan and cell wall 
synthesis and cell wall metabolism. 
There were some mutants in this category that did not involve mutation in ABC 
multidrug transporters, the microcin C7 resistance protein and fmt-A like protein mutants. 
The SSX_1371 mutant formed short chains that are presumed to be the result of defective 
cell wall structure similar to Fmt-A mutants of Staphylococcus aureus which exhibit 
reduced cross-linking of peptidoglycan in cell walls (37;51). 
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There were only a total of three chain length mutants involved with the Cell 
Motility and Secretion COG but there were only fifteen non-essential genes involved 
with this COG which explains the high ratio. Two gene functions of this COG were 
expected to influence the chain length while the other gene function is simply a 
hypothetical function. SSX_0642 is known to be related with biofilm formation. While it 
does not increase the amount of production it does affect the structure of the biofilm 
(unpublished data). SSX_1277 has also been reported to affect the architecture of the 
biofilm. For this reason SEM was used to visualize the surface structure of the biofilm 
rather than Confocal Microscopy which would allow visualization of biofilm production. 
SEM showed a more tightly coiled aggregated biofilm production with several holes in 
SSX_0642 and SSX_1277. The wild-type biofilm appeared to be made up of many long 
chains with few holes or interruptions (Figure 9).  
Several mutants, such as SSX_0016 in SK36 (unpublished data), brpA mutants in 
S. mutans (21;25) and Streptococcus gordonii mutants of the glmM gene, which encodes 
for phosphoglucosamine mutase, (52;53) have been noted to form long chains and 
possibly alter the biofilm structure. SSX_1277 was observed to form long chains under 
LM however, under SEM the individual cells are smaller when compared to wild-type 
(Figure 9). There is a correlation between altered chain morphology and biofilm 
reduction and architecture, although the specific mode of action is yet to be elucidated. 
There were several points of interest in gene functions that had lower COG ratios. 
In the transcription COG there were two transcriptional regulators that belong to the Tet-
R family of regulators that exhibited opposite phenotypes. SSX_0144 formed long chains 
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while SSX_0145 formed shorter chains because their phenotype is dependent on where 
they bind on the DNA and what genes they repress and not on the family of regulators. 
There was no clear pattern of  how mutated amino acid metabolism affects chain 
length, however, it is important to note that all of the chain length mutants of this COG 
that transport Inorganic Ions such as formed long chains while mutants involved with 
synthesis of amino acids have varied chain morphologies. This suggests that the 
inorganic compounds contribute to chain length phenotypes.  
The majority of the chain length mutants in Carbohydrate Metabolism were short 
which was expected due to the necessity of carbohydrates to form cell walls and adhesins. 
The majority of the mutated carbohydrate functions involved efflux transporters and 
ABC transporters that transport glucose, fructose, galactose, mannose, cellobiose, 
glucoside, and other sugars. Other short chain mutants include enzymes that rearrange 
sugars into intermediates of the Pentose Pathway (SSX_2119, SSX_2089) or 
intermediates of glycolysis and gluconeogenesis (SSX_1696, SSX_0422). Altering these 
processes decreases the amount of cell energy for cell growth and division which would 
lead to smaller cells and chains. The decrease of fermentation and synthesis of sugars 
would also inhibit cell wall formation and surface adhesion. 
The cell envelope and biogenesis COG was predicted to have a higher ratio of 
mutants involved in chain length due mutations in cell formation and structure. Many of 
the chain mutants in this COG directly affected the peptidoglycan and polysaccharide 
formation such as SSX_0860 and SSX_2223. SSX 2223 forms longer chains presumably 
due to the lack of regulation in the production of polysaccharide chains. This leads to an 
over expression of the production of saccharides needed for cell wall synthesis increasing 
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the size and altering the shape of the cell. An increase of cell wall synthesis is likely the 
cause of the elongated cell morphology displayed with SEM (Figure 8B).  The cells 
appear to be held together by a web-like formation that may be the result of an increase in 
exopolysaccharides which are important for coaggregation of oral streptococci. Mutations 
of this gene in E. coli and Streptococcus thermophilis increases the linking of cell wall 
sugars (54).The SSX_0860 mutant belonging to this COG also formed long chains as 
predicted, possibly due to its mutation of controlled lytic activity important for cell 
separation and division (30). The N-acetylmuramidase lysine which cleaves the β1, 4 
linkage of N-acetylmuramic acid and N-acetylglucosamine (30) has been observed to be 
required for cell wall remodeling and synthesis of new peptidoglycan during cell growth 
in streptococci (34). Absence of this enzymatic activity also resulted in a long chain 
formation in E. faecalis due to the impaired septation of the cells (30;55). 
Another interesting finding was that even though there was not a high ratio 
between them, the majority of chain length mutants related with Coenzyme Metabolism 
were long chain mutants and were in someway involved with the biosynthesis of 
cobalamin (Vitamin B12). S. sanguinis may be the only streptococci strain with a 
complete vitamin B12 biosynthesis pathway (2) that can occur both anaerobically and 
aerobically (2;56). Vitamin B12 appears to support cells during poor growth in anaerobic 
conditions (56) and is required for the utilization of ethanolamine as a carbon and 
nitrogen source (2;56). Very little is known about the origin of Vitamin B12 genes and 
more information about its exact function in optimal conditions would allow accurate 
predictions about its role in chain length morphology. 
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This study indicates that chain length morphology is variable among SK36 
mutants and that certain gene functions are responsible for altered morphology.  There is 
a correlation between irregular biofilm formation and chain length mutations. Because 
SK36 growth is somewhat restricted to certain conditions it may be difficult to conclude 
what environmental changes contribute to chain formation. However, future studies may 
further the investigation of chain length mutations and experimentally verify the 
proposed mechanisms of chain formation as well as transcriptional regulation of the 
phenotypes.  
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